2013 ford f150 5.0 serpentine belt diagram

Dropping a late-model 5. It makes good sense â€” the 5. This is the goal â€” a serpentine belt
running the 5. No fugly bulky OEM brackets. First,most guys do not plan to use all or any of the
5. So these components get stripped off, leaving the big and bulky mounting brackets that come
on Fox-body Mustangs, Explorers and other late-model Fords. This leaves an alternator and belt
tensioner, and the question of how and where to mount it such that it works with the serpentine
crank and waterpump pulleys. If you are using a 5. On the surface it seems simple â€” why not
just route a belt around all three pulleys and pull the alternator along a channeled bracket to
tension the belt? After all this is how the vintage single v-belt system would have worked. Well,
for one big reason â€” the 5. That means the waterpump pulley has to spin in the opposite
counter clockwise direction of the crank and alternator pulleys. The way that is achieved is the
waterpump pulley is driven by the backside of the serpentine belt. To further compound the
issue, the 5. Many companies now offer new radiators with staggered inlet and outlets just for
this reason, and this is a simple solution â€” and so is simply taking your radiator to a radiator
shop and having them move the lower radiator outlet. This is where most of the heartache
comes in. Many guys think the solution to the belt routing and also to the radiator issue is to
bolt on the original vintage Mustang waterpump back on. They soon find out, after the engine
overheats, that the timing cover on a 5. You need to change that too to make it work. So what is
the solution if you are dropping a 5. There are outrageously expensive solutions in the form of
billet brakets and pulleys and so forth; but the simple solution is to use the March kit. The
March kit mounts the alternator on the passenger side cylinder head and the short serpentine
belt wraps around the crank and alternator pulleys, with the back side of the belt turning the 5.
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Previous image. Why is this review inappropriate? Sometimes a problem with your air
conditioning compressor can cause it to actually lock up. When this happens on your F, you
may think you need to completely replace the compressor even though you don't use it. There
is a way around this problem however; you can actually bypass the compressor all together
with a different serpentine belt. Locate the serpentine belt at the front of the engine. It is a
rubber belt that goes over all of the accessories of the engine. Draw a diagram of how the belt is
routed around the engine components, including the air conditioning compressor. Loosen the
tension of the serpentine belt using a ratchet and socket to turn the tensioner. This varies
depending on the year of your Fsome have a manual tensioner that needs turned like a screw;
newer models have an automatic tensioner that you simply turn and hold. Weave the string over
all of the pulleys, just as the old belts was, but skip the compressor. When the two ends of the
string meet, make a mark on the string with a marker. Take the marked string to the parts store
and advise them that you need a belt of that length. Serpentine belts have varied sizes; the last
four digits of the part number are the length of the belt in centimeters. Get the next available
size up and down to make certain you find a good fit. Weave the belt over all of the pulleys, just
as the old belt was. When you get to the compressor, do not put the belt over the pulley. Simply
run it under the pulley. Apply tension by either releasing the automatic tensioner or tightening
the tensioner bolt using a ratchet and socket. Justin Cupler is a professional writer who has
been published on several websites including CarsDirect and Autos. Cupler has worked in the
professional automotive repair field as a technician and a manager since He has a certificate in

broadcast journalism from the Connecticut School of Broadcasting. Cupler is currently studying
mechanical engineering at Saint Petersburg College. Step 1 Locate the serpentine belt at the
front of the engine. Step 2 Draw a diagram of how the belt is routed around the engine
components, including the air conditioning compressor. Step 3 Loosen the tension of the
serpentine belt using a ratchet and socket to turn the tensioner. Step 4 Pull the serpentine belt
from the pulleys on the front of the truck. Step 5 Weave the string over all of the pulleys, just as
the old belts was, but skip the compressor. Step 6 Take the marked string to the parts store and
advise them that you need a belt of that length. Step 7 Weave the belt over all of the pulleys, just
as the old belt was. Step 8 Apply tension by either releasing the automatic tensioner or
tightening the tensioner bolt using a ratchet and socket. Start the F and allow it to run, listening
for any squeals. Tips Take the old belt to the store with you so that they can match up the
correct number of grooves. String Ratchet Socket set Marker Paper. Here is a directory of
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Hyundai Tuscon 2. Yours only goes up to year model. I need a belt diagram for a GMC Vandura
6. I think also known as the gm Been looking online for 2 days now. I need a Serpentine belt
diagram for a 5. Im have trouble putting this one back on. Now Trending: â€” Lexus Admin,
please photo for serpentine belt for audi 1. Hi, I need a schematic of the serpentine belt for a
chevy, malibu, 6 cyl. I need a fanbelt diagram for a Dodge Caravan. Need a diagram from
replacing serpentine belt Camry V6 3. Ajay Jiwanand. I need a serpentine belt diagram for a
Mitsubishi outlander 2. Looking for a serpentine diagram for a Pontiac G5 base, with AC. Thank
you! Need help replacing a serpentine belt on a chev optra 2. Wayne Kilgore. Need routing of
serpentine belt for a toyota tundra 4. I need a diagrm for belt routing on Toyota Camry 3.
Diamond Hernandez. Serpentine belt diagram for a Chevy Impala Lt 3. George Borja. Hi there I
need a serpentine belt diagram for a Toyota Camry Se model 3. Need a serpentine belt diagram
for a Hyundai Santa Fe 3. Could you get me the diagram for a Monte Carlo with a 3. Not
supercharged. I need a diagram for a Chevy caprice! Please and thanks. I need a diagram for
replacin the serpentine belt on a Ford Windstar V-6, 3. I need a diagram to replace a serpentine
belt on a 2. I need a serpentine diagram for a
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Camaro 5. Need a serpentine belt diagram for a dodge ram sport I need a serpentine belt
diagram for a jeep Cherokee trailhawk 3. Don Longridge. Hi I need a diagram for a serpentine
belt replacement for a petrol Mitsubishi Pajero. Need a diagram for a power stroke e van one
alternator. Please, a serpentine belt diagram for a Honda Accord 4-cyl. I need a diagram of a,
Dodge Caravan fanbelt. John Portelli. Hi I need a diagram of the serpentine drive belt for a
chevy captiva 2 litre. Need diagram for Hyundai Genesis 3. Douglas M Farley. Hello I need
serpentine belt diagram for Hyundai Elantra 1. Alaa hashim. Suzoki grand vitara v6 2. Sarah
Gunalda. Rachel E McGrew. I need a diagram of Santa Fe 4cyl 2. Do you have a diagram for a
Chevy Express ? Leeanne Pridgen. Need a diagram for a 95 Mercedes diesel. Please help! Keith
Board. I could use the diagram for belt the Ford F 4. I want a diagram of fan belt of Toyota
spacial. Markus Andrew Quillen. I need a belt diagram for Volkswagon Passat 1.

